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View Article Online1. Introduction
Photoactive potential is dened as the capacity of a material to
undergo any chemical or physical alteration when a number of
photons fall on it. It is well known that when the size of mate-
rials or grains approaches the nanometre (nm) scale, many
physical, chemical and biological characteristics are strongly
inuenced and diﬀer signicantly from those of bulk materials
and from those of an isolated atom/ion/molecule.1–7 The
possible fundamental causes for this are the following: (i)
interatomic interactions, (ii) cations with valence states, (iii)
anions with deciencies, (iv) anisotropy and (v) high surface
area-to-volume ratio.8 Semiconductor metal oxide nano-
materials (SMONs) are amongst the most widely studied oxide
materials in recent years as they have the capability to generate
photo-excited electrons and holes when photons of a wave-
length equal to or greater than the band gap of the SMON fall on
it.9 The noteworthy and signicant physico-chemical charac-
teristics of SMON can be attributed to their reduction in crystal
size as well as their surface structure that would substantially
increase the catalysis performance and the ability to tune the
band gap by possible modications of SMON, which is one of
the most exciting research areas. In addition, the band gap of
SMON can be easily tuned as per the requirement for inhibiting
charge-carrier recombination, which is important for photo-
active applications. In addition, nanometre-sized SMONs have
attracted much interest as a component of electronic devices
depending on their structural phases. The intriguing charac-
teristics of several SMONs, together with their electronic and
structural phases, that possess photoactive potential are listed
in Table 1.
Amongst the various SMONs,10–29 TiO2-nanostructured
systems (particularly nano-particles,23,30 -wires,31 -needles,32Table 1 Summary of diﬀerent binary and ternary SMONs based on photo
Metal oxides Band gap (eV) Structural phases
Binary oxides
CuO: cupric oxide 1.2 Monoclinic
Fe2O3: iron(III) oxide 1.7–2.7 Rhombohedral (a),
NiO: nickel oxide 3.6–4.2 Cubic (rock salt)
Sb2O3: antimony trioxide 2.8–3.1 Cubic
Sb2O4: antimony tetroxide 3.26 Orthorhombic (a), m
SnO2: tin dioxide 3.5–3.9 Tetragonal (R)
TiO2: titanium dioxide 2.8–3.3 Tetragonal (R, A); o
VO2: vanadium oxide 0.5–0.7 Monoclinic, tetrago
WO3: tungsten trioxide 2.5–3.7 Triclinic, tetragona
ZnO: zinc oxide 3.3–3.5 Hexagonal (wurtzite
Ternary oxides
BiVO4: bismuth vanadate 2.2–2.8 Tetragonal, monocl
SrTiO3: strontium titanate 3.2–3.4 Cubic
ZnAl2O4: zinc aluminate 4.1 Cubic
ZnFe2O4: zinc iron oxide 1.9 Cubic
Zn2SnO4: zinc stannate 3.6 Cubic
Zn2SiO4: zinc silicate 5.5 Hexagonal
a Symbols introduced: a/ alpha, b/ beta, g/ gamma, R/ rutile, A
44200 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224-belts33 and -tubes34,35) are the most enthralling classes of SMON
with a variety of physico-chemical properties. The dominant
physicochemical properties of TiO2 nanostructures are classi-
ed in terms of their crystallinity, purity, structure, chemical
composition, size- and/or shape-distribution, dimensionality
and defect centres, which can be easily modied by changing
the parameters during various synthetic methods. TiO2 nano-
structures have been widely explored owing to their extensive
applications across a myriad of areas, particularly in photo-
catalysis, including those for the decomposition of organic/
inorganic dyes,16,23,36–40 hydrogen production from water,41–44
removal of pollutants and plastics from the environment,45–48
dye-sensitized solar cells,49 sensors,50 sunscreens,51–54 paints,55,56
rechargeable batteries,57–59 supercapacitors,60 food colour-
ing,61–64 environmental remediation65–94 and biomedical
elds.95,96 Over the past few decades, extensive research eﬀort
has been dedicated to the engineering of TiO2 nanostructures
synthesized via chemical routes, such as sol–gel,97–107 hydro-
thermal,108–126 solvothermal,8 wet-chemical,6,8,23,127 thermol-
ysis128,129 and electrodeposition techniques.130 TiO2 is eﬀectively
used in the aforementioned applications based on its various
structural phases, morphologies, exceptional low-cost, non-
toxicity, high abundance in nature and slow rate of charge-
carrier recombination,131–139 and therefore is the main concern
of this review article. Moreover, the excellent photoactive
performances of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures mainly
depend on the various synthesis routes. Due to the outburst of
publications in this eld, the authors do not claim that this
dominantly multiphase TiO2 nanostructures review includes all
of the published work, but rather an exposure of the eﬃcient
syntheses, probing capabilities, photoactive potential and
application of these TiO2 nanostructures in biosafety and
health. We apologize to the authors of the excellent work that,active potential with their band gap, structural phase andmelting pointa
Melting point (C) Ref.
1326 10 and 157
cubic (g) 1566 11 and 12
1955 13
656 14
onoclinic (b) >930 15
1630 11
rthorhombic (B) 1843 16
nal 1967 8
l, monoclinic, orthorhombic 1473 17 and 18
), cubic (zinc blend) 1975 19–21
inic 2700 22
2080 23 and 24
NA 25
NA 25 and 26
570 25
1509 27–29
/ anatase and B/ brookite.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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View Article Onlinedue to the large activity in this area, we have inadvertently
le out.
Thus, in order to modify the structural, morphological,
optical, antimicrobial, physico-chemical and photocatalytic
properties of various multiphase-TiO2 nanostructures, by
necessity, it is essential to develop and emphasize the design of
cost-eﬃcient, high yield and long charge-carrier lifetime mate-
rials with desirable controlled morphology as well as specic
multifunctional properties based on basic chemistry and
physics concepts/models.2. Properties of multiphase TiO2
nanostructures
Titanium dioxide is an alkaline oxide of titanium (Ti) contain-
ing the elements Ti and oxygen (O) with the chemical formula
TiO2 and is commonly referred to as titania. Moreover, TiO2 is
one of the most abundant and nontoxic compounds on our
planet and is a very appealing material for a variety of applica-
tions in catalysis, UV sunscreens, cosmetics, medical implants
and self-cleaning and antifogging surfaces.97 TiO2 nano-
structures are conventional wide band gap (Eg ¼ 2.8–3.3 eV)
semiconductor materials with tunable properties, which have
attracted growing interest in recent decades from the scientic
and engineering community.2.1. Structural phases (multiphase TiO2)
Structurally, TiO2 nanomaterials are a kind of versatile poly-
morph material (a material with the same composition but
a diﬀerent crystal structure) and exist in both crystalline and
noncrystalline or amorphous (a-TiO2) forms.141–143 Up to now, 14
structural phases of TiO2 have been identied in which 11
phases are crystalline and 3 are noncrystalline. The crystalline
phases of TiO2 are rutile, anatase, brookite, TiO2-B (bronze),
TiO2-R (ramsdellite), TiO2-H (hollandite), TiO2-II (columbite),
TiO2-III (baddeleyite), TiO2-OI (uorite), TiO2-OII (cotunnite)
and TiO2-cubic,144 whereas the noncrystalline-TiO2 phases are
a low-density a-TiO2 and two high-density a-TiO2 forms.142
Mesoporous a-TiO2 with a periodic ordering of the pores was
rst reported in 1995 via a modied sol–gel process applying an
alkyl phosphate surfactant.144
To date, the structural characteristics, particularly the nature
of phase formation as well as transformations in TiO2, have been
inadequately established. The three main naturally existing poly-
morphs of TiO2 (especially rutile, anatase and brookite) are stable
at ambient or low-pressure but diﬀer in how they share the
adjacent TiO6 octahedra coordination such that the overall stoi-
chiometry remains TiO2. The relative stability of the TiO2 phases
depends mainly on the particle size, with rutile-TiO2 being the
thermodynamically most stable form in bulk TiO2. The anatase-
TiO2 phase is the most stable phase of TiO2 at sizes below 14 nm.
Moreover, brookite-TiO2 is the metastable form, which is not
commonly observed in minerals and is diﬃcult to synthesize in
a pure form.140,145 Their densities vary in range from 4.24 (TiO2-
rutile)146 to 3.89 (TiO2-anatase)146,147 and 4.12 (TiO2-brookite)148 g
cm3. Anatase- and brookite-TiO2 are regarded amongst the mostThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017widely studied phases with the thermodynamically stable rutile-
TiO2 phase.149,150However, based on the diﬀerent arrangements of
oxide anions (O2) adjoining the titanium cations (Ti4+), these
transition/multiphase TiO2 polymorphs can be divided into two
main categories: (i) a tetragonal structure (in rutile- and anatase-
TiO2), (ii) an orthorhombic structure (in brookite-TiO2).151 On the
basis of the available literature reviews and the experimental Ti–O
phase diagram, anatase-TiO2 is more stable than rutile152 at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure, in contrast to the ther-
modynamic data, which indicates anatase-TiO2 is metastable with
regard to rutile-TiO2.145 The rutile phase of TiO2 consists of TiO6
units with both edge as well as corner sharing, whereas the
anatase phase of TiO2 contains TiO6 units only with edge sharing.
Additionally, in the brookite phase of TiO2, the TiO6 units are
connected through the edges of neighbouring units.153–156
In the rutile phase structure, two opposite edges of each
octahedra are united forming a linear chain along the (001)
direction. These linear chains are then linked to each other by
sharing corner oxygen atoms. However, zigzag chains of octa-
hedra are linked through sharing edges, as no corner sharing is
observed in the crystal structure of anatase. Four edges are
shared per octahedron in anatase. Interstitial spaces between
octahedra are larger because of there being more edge sharing
and thus this phase structure is less dense than rutile.145 The
orthorhombic crystal structure of brookite is even more
complex, wherein, it comprises an orthorhombic unit con-
structed by an octahedron of oxygen ions arranged about
a single titanium ion. Three edges with adjoining octahedra are
shared per octahedron. Moreover, the remarkable properties
and excellent performance in various potential applications for
the diﬀerent polymorphs of multiphase TiO2 are outlined in
Table 2. Fig. 1(a–d3) illustrate the various applications: (a), ball-
and-stick models (b1–b3), Wulﬀ structures (c1–c3) and
polyhedron models (d1–d3) of diﬀerent polymorph TiO2, in
particular anatase-, brookite- and rutile-TiO2.1422.2. Morphogenesis characteristics (TiO2 nanostructures)
Accumulating all the available reviews from the early 2000s,
a variety of nanostructured materials with fascinating morphol-
ogies have piqued the interests of material scientists because of
their higher surface-to-volume ratio, which is benecial to
enhancing the eﬃciency of oxide surface reactions. Based on the
orientation of nanocrystals, nanostructured materials or nano-
materials are divided into three main categories within a size
range of 1–100 nm: (i) spherical (nano-particles,23 -spheres,158
-granules,159 -platelets,160 -pores161), (ii) elongated (nano-rods,162
-tubes,34,35 -wires,31 -bres,98,163 -needles,164 -petals,165 -whis-
kers,166,167 -trees,55 -laments168,169) and (iii) planar (nano-
plates,170,171 -sheets,172 -lms,173 -coatings174,175).
Spherical nanomaterials show a diverse range of applica-
tions, such as in electronics,176 photodynamic therapy,177,178
sensors,50 probes,179 catalysis23,180 and antimicrobial.51,181,182
Elongated nanomaterials, on the other hand, also demonstrate
various potential applications, such as in display technolo-
gies,183,184 microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),185 optical
sensors175 and biological areas, such as cancerRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44201
Table 2 Polymorphs-TiO2 structure with their possible properties and applications
Phase-TiO2 Properties Advanced applications
Anatase-TiO2 Brown to black, metastable polymorph,
lustrous, lower absorption rate, hard, high
density, larger band gap
Gems, paints, papers, ceramics, photocatalysis
Brookite-TiO2 Dark brown to greenish black, brittle, very rare
metastable polymorph, non-uorescent
Photocatalysis, photovoltaic devices, jewellery
Rutile-TiO2 Dark red, high refractive index, hard, chemical
resistant, UV-ray absorbent, obtained at high
temperature
Paint, paper, plastic, food, sunscreens,
photocatalysis, interference applications
RSC Advances Review
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View Article Onlinetherapeutics,186,187 sensing,188,189 imaging186,187 and drug delivery.
Planar nanomaterials are utilized for packaging purposes, as
anti-corrosives,190,191 -bacterial,192,193 -abrasion,191 -reec-
tion,194,195 -graﬃti coatings191 and in surgical procedures.196 such
as wound dressing materials and in tissue engineering,197,198
such as cellular scaﬀolds.199 Amongst various morphogenesis,
nano-particles,23,30 -bres,98,163 -tubes,34,35 -rods162 and layers of
multiphase-TiO2 are the most desired nanostructures for many
industrial, scientic and technological applications (Fig. 2).2.3. Impact of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures on
photoactive and biological responses
The photoactive potential states the capability of a substance to
undergo any physical or chemical changes in response to illu-
mination. Herein, the photoactive potential of multiphase TiO2Fig. 1 (a) Various applications, (b1–b3) ball-and-stick models, (c1–c3)
Wulﬀ structures and (d1–d3) polyhedron models of diﬀerent poly-
morphs TiO2 for (b1, c1, d1) anatase-TiO2, (b2, c2, d2) brookite-TiO2 and
(b3, c3, d3) rutile-TiO2. The unit cells in polyhedronmodels are outlined
using thin lines.142 By courtesy of https://www.google.co.in/search?
q¼wulﬀ+structure+of+tio2&tbm¼isch&tbo¼u&source¼univ&sa¼X&
ved¼0ahUKEwiYgZiDnYXUAhUFT48KHWRAfQQsAQIJg&biw¼1280
&bih¼591#imgrc¼X5z468XQyZyqOM: Reprinted with permission
from ref. 142. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
44202 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224nanostructures stands for: (i) UV-Vis characteristics, (ii) photo-
luminescence and (iii) photocatalysis properties.
2.3.1. Inuence on photoactive potential. Generally,
ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis or UV/Vis) spectroscopy is aimed at
absorption or reectance ranging from 190 nm (6.52 eV) to
800 nm (1.55 eV). When an atom or molecule absorbs UV or
visible light, electrons are promoted from their ground state
(bonding: s-, and p- or non-bonding: n-electrons) to an excited
state (anti-bonding: s*- or p*-electrons).23,200 Atomic vibrations/
rotations also have discrete energy levels, which are considered
as being packed on top of each electronic level and appear in the
form of a continuous absorption band.130 In the luminescence
process, an energy source stimulates an electron within
amaterial to rise from a ground state to an excited state, and the
electron is then released to the ground energy state by liberating
the energy in the form of light. In the photoluminescence
process, photons are the primary energy source and can be used
to analyse the PL spectra of nanomaterials. The separation of
photogenerated electron–hole pairs (excitons) when UV rays are
illuminated provides a platform for photodegradation by
generating reactive oxygen species (ROS).201–205 A mechanism
related to this photodegradation is depicted in Fig. 3.
Multiphase TiO2 nanostructures have been widely explored
in terms of photocatalysis owing to their high surface area, high
absorption capability and slow rate of charge-carrier recombi-
nation.23,180 The photocatalysis property is useful in many
applications that provide a therapeutic action for human health
by decontaminating water/air206,207 and also by degrading toxic
organic/inorganic dyes.23,208 Thus, the ability to manipulate the
surface property is an extremely vital factor to optimize multi-
phase TiO2 nanostructures for photo-related phenomena.
However, the existing recent reviews scrutinized that the surface
modication of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures can be ach-
ieved either by organic/inorganic surface coating or by adding
dopants. However, surface coating on TiO2 nanostructures withFig. 2 Illustration showing the orientation of nanomaterials: (a1)
spherical, (a2) elongated and (a3) planar.130 Reprinted with permission
from ref. 130. Copyright 2015, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 3 Photocatalysis mechanism in multiphase TiO2 nanostructures.
Scheme 1 Schematic representation of nano–bio interactions and: (a)
factors inﬂuencing the nano–bio interactions,60 (b) physico-chemical
properties of nanomaterials essential to establish nano–bio rela-
tions,239 (c) eﬀects of the protein corona surrounding a nanoparticle;
the corona constitutes a primary nano–bio interface that determines
the fate of the nanoparticle and can cause deleterious eﬀects on the
interactive proteins,226 (d) interactions between nanoparticles. Tradi-
tional forces for colloidal fabrication (for example, electrostatic, VDW,
covalent) and other important interactions (for example, solvation,
solvophobic, biomolecular, depletion) that occur when particles are
suspended in biological media and come into contact with cells.226 (a)
is reprinted with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2014, American
Chemical Society. (b) is reprinted with permission from ref. 239.
Copyright 2014, Wiley Online Library. (c and d) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 226. Copyright 2009, Nature Publishing Group.
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View Article Onlinenumerous inorganic oxide materials, such as SiO2,209 Al2O3,210
ZrO2,211 WO3 (ref. 212) and MoO3 (ref. 213) can lose their
intrinsic property, thus, organic surface coatings are preferred
to circumvent this property. In addition, coating with an
organic moiety can provide various functional groups, such as
hydroxyl-, aldehydic- and carboxyl-groups, as well as the benet
from organic species being cheaper as well as generally more
abundant in nature.214,215
2.3.2. Inuence on bio-safety and human health. When
nanostructures enter into the human body, they are distributed
into various organs and thus interact with biological moieties,
such as proteins and cells. They can either remain in the same
structure or become altered.216 Nanomaterials may also get
absorbed via inhalation,217 dermal exposure218,219 and could
potentially cause some toxic characteristics220–225 in the human
body. Thus, the pharmacokinetics of nanomaterials depends on
various physico-chemical properties of both nanomaterials as
well as biological systems, which are elaborated in detail herein.
2.3.2.1. Physico-chemical inuences of the nanostructures.
The driving forces for nano–bio interactions mainly include the
physico-chemical properties of: (i) nanomaterials, such as the
structural aspects (size and shape), surface properties (crystal-
linity, hydrophobicity, coating, stereochemical interactions)
and chemical composition (atomic/molecular features, poly-
morphism); (ii) biological systems, such as the surface charge,
conformation, H- and p-bonds and (iii) environmental pros-
pects, such as the polarity, pH, viscosity, temperature and ionic
strength, as shown in Scheme 1(a–c).226–228 The available exciting
and existing reviews clearly demonstrate the interaction of
multiphase TiO2 nanostructures with biological systems
through various plausible mechanisms. It is an imperative task,
therefore, to present a review to assist composing a novel
mechanism emphasizing the eﬀect of multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures on human health using fundamental evidence.
2.3.2.2. Pharmacokinetics of nanostructures in the human
body. Pharmacokinetics (e.g. absorption, distribution, metabo-
lism and excretion) is dened as the study of the mobility of
nanomaterials in a biological system.229–233 Nanostructures can
be administered in vivo by major routes, such as inhalation,
ingestion, transdermal and intravenous injection. Once nano-
structures enter into the human body, they are distributed intoThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017various organs, where they may remain in the same structure or
become amended or metabolised before leaving towards other
organs or to be excreted.234,235 The study to date on the inuence
of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures on human health has been
focused and debated extensively over the past decade. Several
participating factors, including the partial absorption of nano-
structures, and parameters associated with the particles (such
as the material characteristics, shape, size and concentration)
have been considered to account for the anomalous inuence
on biosafety/human health.236–239 The present review briey
outlines the issues around biosafety by taking into account the
multiphase TiO2 nanostructures, employing date reported in
the various review articles in this area.3. Eﬃcient synthesis routes and
growth mechanisms
Synthetic methods of multiphase TiO2 play a crucial role in the
development of nanostructures from zero-dimensional (0D) to
three-dimensional (3D) structures. The synthesis of multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures in a variety of shapes with controlled
morphologies, sizes (100 nm) and more complex nano-
structures are of substantial interest due to their exceptional
properties and prevalent application possibilities straddling
from physico-chemical to biological elds.240,241 With a high
degree of synthetic control, the size and shape of multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures can be easily tuned from the micro- andRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44203
Scheme 2 Schematic representation of the chemical synthesis routes
of SMON via (a) sol–gel, (b) hydrothermal, and (c) co-precipitation
methods8 Reprinted with permission from ref. 8. Copyright 2016,
DRDO.
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View Article Onlinenanometre to the molecular level and from spherical nano-
particles to nano-rods/-tubes/-wires. Moreover, owing to its
excellent stoichiometry (Ti/O: 1/2), multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures have always been a subject of enormous research
interest and there is emerging attention paid now to the
controlled synthesis or fabrication of structurally stoichiometric
TiO2 with diverse shapes, with results reported on single and
mixed phase TiO2 polymorphs. The synthesis of multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures, therefore, is very interesting in terms of: (i)
the structural phases (anatase-, brookite- and rutile-TiO2), (ii)
the well-controlled morphogenesis (nano-particles,23,158
-tubes,34,35 -wires,31 -rods,162 -crystals242,243 and -owers144,244), and
(iii) the particle size (regime 1–100 nm) for a variety of techno-
logical and biosafety applications.
With the emergence of new synthetic techniques that are
inexpensive, highly scalable and have a high yield, development
of the large-scale cost-eﬀective production of SMON is one of
the key challenges for today's nanoscience and nanotech-
nology.245 Each fabrication method of SMON has its own
advantages and strategy for the synthesis of SMON in 0D to 3D
systems. In this section, we briey describe the numerous
synthesis methods for producing SMON, especially multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures. Generally, two fundamental strategies
have been developed to broadly prepare multiphase TiO2
nanostructures: the top-down approach and the bottom-up
approach.
3.1. Top-down approach
Basically, the top-down approach is a miniaturization tech-
nique, in which small structures are fabricated from larger
ones. The key advantageous of this approach are that the
components, e.g. in the production of integrated circuits, are
both patterned and assembled in position, so that no separate
fabrication step is needed. Lithography, attrition or milling,
quenching, etching and successive cutting are all typical
examples of the top-down approach for the synthesis of metal
oxide nanomaterials.108,246
3.2. Bottom-up approach
In this context, synthesis through a bottom-up approach, in
which molecular precursors react to form the nal larger
structures, is a unique approach for the preparation of SMONs
owing to its exceptional versatility.157,247–249 In the bottom-up
approach, the molecular precursors self-associate, interact
and combine with each other in a coordinated way to give rise to
simple and more complex nanostructures. The bottom-up
approach has four major branches: (i) physical, (ii) chemical,
(iii) hybrid and (iv) biological. Nowadays, these synthetic routes
have been established for the engineering of emerging multi-
phase TiO2 nanostructures (spherical, elongated and planar
with sizes smaller than 100 nm).103,109,250,251 The existing phys-
ical, hybrid and/or biological synthesis methods typically
involve toxic organic/inorganic reagents and need sophisticated
instrumentation with complicated reaction conditions to
produce the required materials, which are low in quantity as
well as quality, even with a low-yield of the required44204 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224material.252,253 Thus, the technological challenge has moved to
the facile synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures via
chemical routes and that could maintain their activity, selec-
tivity and suitability over long-term operation in various
potential technological and biosafety applications. In addition,
the chemical method is an easy way to produce multiphase-TiO2
nanostructures using hazardless precursors in a short reaction
time and at low cost for high scale-up with high purity in high
throughput and good yield in industrial production. Due to
numerous advantages such as simplicity, inexpensive instru-
mental set-up, easy operation and good control over the exper-
imental conditions, the chemical routes are encouraged from
the view-point of practical application. The chemical synthesis
processes to obtain multiphase crystalline TiO2 nanostructures,
including amongst others sol–gel or even hydrothermal
approaches, wet chemical solution and precipitation methods,
have become increasingly popular in recent years to achieve the
goals of identically shaped, uniformly sized, perfect crystals,
defect-free and high-purity materials. The entire synthetic
mechanism, which provides exquisite control over many of the
parameters cited above for the synthesis of nanostructures, is
demonstrated in Scheme 2.
Using these approaches, various morphologies of multi-
phase TiO2 have been synthesized and can be easily scaled up
for large-scale production. The synthesis methods via a top-
down approach normally require harmful organic/inorganic
surfactants complex technologies as well as sophisticated
instruments. Consequently, the bottom-up approach is
preferred and has attracted key interest due to its versatility and
potential to produce SMONs for many applications. Moreover,
the chemical synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures via
the sol–gel, hydrothermal and co-precipitation methods
provides numerous signicant advantages, such as:
(i) precise control of the structural phases and stoichiometry,
(ii) control of the size, morphology and homogeneity,
(iii) reproducible process suitable for the large-scale, cost-
eﬀective and high-purity production of nanomaterials,
(iv) short reaction conditions and inexpensive procedures.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 4 Sol–gel synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures; (a1–a4)
nanoparticles, (a5) nanowhiskers, (b1) nanoﬁbrous, (b2) nanoﬁbres, (b3)
nanoparticles, (b4 and b5) nanospindle. Ref: [a1, b1],102 [a3, a5],144 [a4,
b3],256 [b2],163 [b4 and b5].97 (a1, b1) are reprinted with permission from
ref. 102. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (a3, a5) are
reprinted with permission from ref. 144. Copyright 2012, The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (a4, b3) are reprinted with permission from ref.
256. (b2) is reprinted with permission from ref. 163. Copyright 2011,
American Chemical Society. (b4, b5) are reprintedwith permission from
ref. 97. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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View Article Online3.2.1. Sol–gel method. The sol–gel method is broadly used
to synthesize oxide materials, especially SMONs. Processing by
this method involves the transformation of a sol (a colloidal
suspension of nanometre-sized solid particles in a liquid phase)
into a gel (a 3D network of metal–oxygen bonds, containing
a continuous solid skeleton attached to a continuous liquid
phase), which is then usually thermally treated to obtain the
desired SMON.98 Namely, when the liquid is removed from the
sol, the sol turns into a gel. The rst gel derived from a metal
alkoxide was synthesized by Ebelmen as early as 1846.101
Amongst all the available processes, the sol–gel approach is
mainly based on the controlled hydrolysis, the condensation of
appropriate precursors and inorganic polymerization reac-
tions.254 The sol–gel process includes four steps: (i) hydrolysis,
(ii) polycondensation, (iii) drying and (iv) thermal decomposi-
tion. The precursors of metal alkoxides hydrolyze with H2O or
alcohols according to the hydrolysis process, followed by either
H2O or alcohol condensation. Additionally, H2O or alcohol, an
acid or a base can also assist hydrolysis of the precursor. In the
case of acids, a reaction takes place between the alkoxide and
acid to form a solution. Aer the sol formation, the solution is
condensed to a gel and the solvent (H2O or alcohol) must be
removed. A higher annealing/calcination temperature is needed
to decompose the organic/inorganic precursor.240 Furthermore,
the sol–gel method usually results in SMONs that are amor-
phous or badly crystalline because they are fabricated at or near
room temperature. A thermal treatment (annealing or calcina-
tion) is normally needed to transform the gel into the nal
required SMON.97–107
The sol–gel processing of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures is
an interesting approach with a high level of control of the shape
based on the controlled hydrolysis and condensation of the
appropriate precursors. The sol–gel method is valuable for
a high-throughput production of multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures and much work has been carried out to date on this
process, mainly involving the grain nanostructures. Varying the
synthesis reaction conditions and parameters (particularly the
solution composition, pH value and temperature) in sol–gel
processing markedly aﬀects the fabricated multiphase TiO2
nanostructures with varying sizes and diﬀerent morphol-
ogies.255 A schematic diagram of the sol–gel processing for the
synthesis of SMONs is shown in Scheme 2(a).
Multiphase TiO2 with diﬀerent types of nanostructures, such
as nano-particles, -whiskers, -brous and -spindles, have been
successfully synthesized using this method (as shown in Fig. 4).
The upper segment of Fig. 4 shows the sol–gel-derived spherical
nanostructures of TiO2, whereas the lower segment presents the
elongated nanostructures. Fig. 4a1 elucidates anatase-TiO2 with
20–60 nm crystallites agglomerated into 2 mmspherical spheres.
Fig. 4a2 demonstrates the brookite-TiO2 nanoparticles are in
a uniform spherical shape morphology with a diameter of about
400 nm.98 Fig. 4a3 shows the nano-scaled aggregates of a-TiO2
crystallites in particulate structure synthesized at ratios of
EGMT : HCl¼ 1 : 5.4.144 Fig. 4a4 and b3 show the TEM images of
highly crystalline anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles with diﬀerent
sizes and shapes prepared by the sol–gel method.256 Fig. 4a5This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017shows the cauliower-like nanowhisker arrangements of rutile-
TiO2 with a diameter of 4–5 nm and a length of 50 nm.144
Fig. 4b1 represents the higher magnication SEM image of the
TiO2 nanobrous structure.98 The bre-like rutile-TiO2 nano-
structures are illustrated in Fig. 4b2.163 Fig. 4b4 and b5 indicate
the anatase-TiO2 particles with a spindle-like morphology
depending on the pH value of the initial solution.97
3.2.2. Hydrothermal method. The hydrothermal method is
a simple, versatile and universal synthesis method that employs
a solvent (generally water, H2O) at a moderate temperature and
high pressure for producing SMONs. A schematic illustration
for the formation of a SMON through the hydrothermal method
is depicted in Scheme 2(b). The hydrothermal method is very
comparable to the solvothermal method, with the main
distinction between these two methods being in the precursor
solutions. Specically, aqueous and non-aqueous precursor
solutions are used for the hydrothermal and solvothermal
methods, respectively. Besides, the solvothermal method oﬀers
a better control of the size distribution, shape and crystallinity
in SMONs than the hydrothermal method. The major chemical
reactions occur at a critical temperature (374 C) and pressure
(218 atm) in a stainless steel Teon autoclave. In the hydro-
thermal method, the dielectric constant and viscosity of H2O
decrease with increasing the temperature and increase with the
expanding pressure with the temperature eﬀect predominating.
Due to the changes in such characteristics of H2O, the raised
temperature within a hydrothermal system has a considerable
eﬀect on the sample solubility and the transport of solids.108,109
In hydrothermal processing, mostly a lamellar phase is formed
before the hydrothermal condition, in which the anions play the
key role of surfactant to stabilize the layered organization of
metal cation species. The layer, then, rolls up to generate one-
dimensional (1D) nanostructures (particularly nano-tubes,
-wires, -polyhedrons and -rods) in the process of crystalliza-
tion under hydrothermal treatment. The crystalline/amorphous
metal–hydroxide phase is, thus, obtained. Aer heat treatment
annealing or calcination or sintering, the metal–hydroxideRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44205
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View Article Onlinephase is, therefore, dehydrated and transformed to metal oxide
nanostructures, while the 1D morphology is preserved and the
organic/inorganic compounds or surfactants are removed. The
hydrothermally synthesized 1D SMONs are expected to be
identical in crystalline structure, uniform in size distribution,
have a regular chemical composition, be perfect in shape and
have no morphological defects or dislocations (particle–particle
interface), which are exponentially useful for the applications of
SMONs in photocatalysis, biosafety and human health.109 By
using suitable parameters, such as precursors, solvent, surfac-
tants, working temperature and reaction time, the structural
phases, shape and size distribution of SMONs can be precisely
controlled.
Numerous morphologies of multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures (nano-particles, -cuboid shape, -wires, -tubes,
-belts and many others) have been eﬀectively fabricated in
this way (as represented in Fig. 5). A typical SEM micrograph
of TiO2 nanowires made with the hydrothermal method is
shown in Fig. 5a1.256 Fig. 5a2 and a5 correspond to the SEM
and TEM images of TiO2 nanotubes, indicating a brous
texture with lengths up to 1–3 mm, outer diameters between
7 nm and 10 nm, inner diameters of 5 nm and an inter-wall
spacing of about 0.5 nm.257 Fig. 5a3 and a4 illustrates the
representative SEM micrographs of anatase-TiO2 nano-
polyhedrons (possessing diameters in the range of 300–
600 nm) and nano–belts (approximately 130 nm in width,
50 nm in thickness and several micrometres in length),
respectively.33 In addition to elongated TiO2 nanostructures,
spherical TiO2 nanostructures (nanoparticles and cuboid
shaped or thin sheets, as depicted in Fig. 5b1–b3) have also
been synthesized with this method.172 Fig. 5b1 clearly
shows uniform ultra-ne anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles (about
5–15 nm). Fig. 5b2 elucidates either a cuboid shaped or thin
sheets of these anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles. One of these thin
sheets with an edge length of 15 nm is marked in the micro-
graph (Fig. 5b2) and a set of Moire´ fringes are also marked
(encircled in Fig. 5b2). Fig. 5b4 and b5 represent the TEM
images of TiO2 nano-tubes and -rods, respectively.108,110–126Fig. 5 Hydrothermal synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures: (a1)
nanowires,256 (a2, a5) nanotubes,257 (a3) nano-polyhedrons,33 (a4)
nanobelts,33 (b1) ultra-ﬁne nanoparticles,172 (b2) nano-cuboid shaped
or thin sheets,172 (b3) nanoparticles,256 (b4) nanotubes,256 (b5) nano-
rods.256 (a1, b3–b5) are reprinted with permission from ref. 256. (a2, a5)
are reprinted with permission from ref. 257. Copyright 2012. Elsevier.
(a3–a4) are reprinted with permission from ref. 33. Copyright 2012.
Springer. (b1 and b2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 172.
Copyright 2012. Elsevier.
44206 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–442243.2.3. Co-precipitation method. As described above, many
physical/chemical methods have been utilized for producing
multiphase TiO2 nanostructures. Amongst all the synthetic
approaches, the co-precipitation chemical strategy is based on
the condition of supersaturation from aqueous solutions fol-
lowed by thermal decomposition. Co-precipitation is also
known as the wet chemical solutionmethod and also a common
method to synthesize SMONs with largely scalable produc-
tion.8,240 In the co-precipitation method, the micro- or nano-
structures of multiphase TiO2 are greatly aﬀected by the reac-
tion conditions, but also by the reactivity of the starting/
intermediate materials, pH value of the reaction medium and
the reaction parameters, such as temperature and time. The
variations mentioned above present numerous parameters to
construct diﬀerent high-quality nanoparticles and other nano-
structures. A schematic illustration for the formation of oxide
nanostructures through the co-precipitationmethod is depicted
in Scheme 2(c).
Various shapes of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures have
been synthesized, including nanorods and nanoparticles.
Fig. 6a1–b4 elucidate the multiphase TiO2 nanostructures
prepared via this method. Fig. 6a1 represents the SEM
morphology of anatase-TiO2 nanorods,256 while Fig. 6a2 illus-
trates the rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles with a diameter of about
400 nm synthesized by the co-precipitation method.258 Fig. 6a3
and a4 present the SEM images of anatase-TiO2 and rutile-TiO2
nanoparticles,23 while Fig. 6b3 and b4 indicate the correspond-
ing TEM images.23,259 The morphology of anatase-TiO2 nano-
particles monitored by SEM is depicted in Fig. 6b1.327 The TEM
micrograph of TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized by this method is
shown in Fig. 6b2, clearly indicating the uniform nanoparticles
(size about 5–10 nm) distributed throughout the sample. Even
though the method of preparing TiO2 nanoparticles via co-
precipitation is very easy and simple, enormously complicated
nanostructures can also be successfully fabricated in this way.
Here, we review all the literature reports, to the best of our
knowledge, concerning an easy way to produce multiphase TiO2Fig. 6 Co-precipitation synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures;
(a1) nanorods,256 (a2, a3, b3) rutile nanoparticles,23,258 (a4, b4) anatase
nanoparticles,23 (b1 and b2) nanoparticles.327 (a1) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 256. (a2) is reprinted with permission from ref.
258. Copyright 2017. Elsevier. (a3, a4 and b3) are reprinted with
permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016. Elsevier. (b1) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 327. Copyright 2016. Thai Journal of Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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View Article Onlinenanostructures in a short reaction time, using hazardless
starting ingredients and that are inexpensive for feasible scale-
up and to produce a high yield with high purity in industrial
production via the mainly sol–gel, hydrothermal and co-
precipitation methods. Table 3 presents an overview of the
facile chemical synthesis approaches for multiphase-TiO2
nanostructures that are usually available through these routes.3.3. Growth mechanism
One of the most demanding concerns in the eﬃcient processing
of these multiphase TiO2 nanostructures is the control of their
size, morphology and microstructure. An apparent interpreta-
tion of the growth mechanism for the formation of multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures is mandatory in this respect and is shown
in Scheme 3. It is well known that the synthesis process for the
formation of nanostructures is classically categorized into two
events: (i) nucleation and (ii) growth.260–262 In the nucleation
process, small clusters composed of a few atoms (nuclei) are
formed in the solution starting from monomers; while in the
growth regime, existing nuclei grow to form larger particles.97
The mechanistic understanding of various aspects of the
synthesis procedure can be established from a combination of
crystallography and kinetics. Interestingly, the detailed mech-
anism still needs further investigation of the phase, structure
and shape formation of TiO2. The chemical growth of nano-
structured materials certainly entails the process of gelation or
precipitation of a solid phase from the solution depending on
the synthetic routes. An excellent perceptive of the processes
and parameters ensuring the gel or precipitate formation helps
to enhance the growth of nanoparticles to obtain the desired
size and morphology.127 As the recent literature search indi-
cated, there is immense interest in explaining the preliminary
mechanisms, such as Finke–Watzky two step mechanisms,
coalescence and oriented attachment as well as the LaMer burst
nucleation followed by Ostwald ripening,137 aggregation andScheme 3 Diﬀerent possible growth mechanisms for the synthesis of
nanostructured TiO2 materials. (a) is reprinted with permission from
ref. 325. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. (c) is reprinted
with permission from ref. 326. Copyright 2015. The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017many more.262–265 The study of the nucleation and growth
process, the tailored morphology and crystalline structure and
annealing/calcination treatments, has thus, become an exciting
concern to produce multiphase nanostructures. With that in
mind, the present review expresses the description of phase
transformation, nucleation, growth, coarsening and agglomer-
ation processes, including the change in temperature and
chemical environment of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures
synthesized via facile chemical routes.
Herein, the present review elaborates a brief description on the
phase formation/transformation and diﬀerent morphological
characteristics of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures. The optimized
procedures and growthmechanisms for the sol–gel, hydrothermal
and co-precipitation methods of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures
are also reviewed. In addition, the impacts of these nano-
structures on the photoactive and biological responses are also
described. Moreover, the review discusses the phase-, size- and
morphology-dependent diﬀerent transitions relating to the defect
sites on multiphase TiO2 nanostructures as assessed by UV-Vis
and PL spectroscopy. Furthermore, a comparative study
assessed photocatalysis by modifying the surface of multiphase
TiO2 nanostructures with inorganic (SiO2) to that of an organic
coating derived from green tea (Camellia sinensis), independently
with a comprehensive mechanism given. Additionally, it covers
the fundamental concepts on eﬃcient formation via facile
chemical routes and the growth mechanism of multiphase TiO2
nanostructures. Finally, the present review composes a novel
mechanism emphasizing the eﬀect of multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures on biosafety/human health by using essential evidence
available in the literature.4. Crystallographic structures
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analysis is essential to identify the
crystallographic characteristics, such as gross structural anal-
ysis, phase transition, phase identication and phase purity
determination of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures. Illustrations
of the XRD patterns of the anatase-, -brookite and -rutile
structural phases of TiO2 nanostructures are depicted in Fig. 7–
9, which reveal the crystallinity, phase identication and phase
purity of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures. In specic 2q ranges
(20–80), the XRD patterns are suﬃciently distinct, creating
a clear classication of the multiphase TiO2 nanostructures.4.1. Anatase-TiO2
Fig. 7a1 provides the XRD pattern of anatase-TiO2 nano-
structures. The Bragg's position of the diﬀraction peaks and the
relative intensity of the diﬀraction peaks accord perfectly with
the standard JCPDF card no. 73-1764, corresponding to the
tetragonal crystal system of anatase-TiO2 (space group: I41/amd
(141); a ¼ b ¼ 0.377 nm, c ¼ 0.948 nm).23 All of the diﬀraction
peaks were identied as characteristic of the XRD pattern of
anatase-TiO2. The presence of diﬀraction peaks at 25.06,
36.9, 37.8, 38.6, 48.1, 54.1, 55.1, 62.7, 68.7, 70.1 and
75.1 indicate the (101), (103), (004), (112), (200), (105), (211),
(204), (116), (220) and (215) lattice planes, respectively, indexingRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44207
Fig. 7 Structural characteristics of anatase-TiO2; (a1) XRD pattern,275
(b1) ball-and-stick structure,142 (c1) the tetragonal system with a dipyr-
amidal habit.256 Colour code; O atoms: red (small balls), grey (large
balls) and Ti atoms: blue (large balls), black (small balls). Unit cells are
outlined using thin lines. (a1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 275.
Copyright 2015. VBRI Press. (b1) is reprinted with permission from ref.
142. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. (c1) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 256.
Fig. 9 Structural characteristics of rutile-TiO2; (a1) XRD pattern,23 (b1)
ball-and-stick structure,142 (c1) the tetragonal system with a prismatic
habit.256 Colour code; O atoms: red (small balls), grey (large balls) and
Ti atoms: blue (large balls), black (small balls). Unit cells are outlined
using thin lines. (a1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 23. Copyright
2016. Elsevier. (b1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 142. Copyright
2014. American Chemical Society. (c1) is reprinted with permission
from ref. 256.
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View Article Onlineto a pure and highly crystalline anatase-TiO2 phase. No addi-
tional peaks corresponding to impurities and other structural
phases were detected, which indicates the phase purity and
high crystallinity synthesis of the anatase-TiO2 phase. The
representative ball-and-stick structure of anatase-TiO2 is illus-
trated in Fig. 7b1. The anatase-TiO2 has a crystalline structure
that agrees with the tetragonal system with a dipyramidal habit
(as shown in Fig. 7c1).142,2564.2. Brookite-TiO2
The XRD pattern of brookite-TiO2 nanostructures is shown in
Fig. 8a1. The Bragg's position of the diﬀraction peaks and the
relative intensity of the diﬀraction peaks accord perfectly with the
standard JCPDF card no. 76-1936, corresponding to an ortho-
rhombic crystal system of brookite-TiO2 (space group: Pbca (61);
a ¼ 0.919 nm, b ¼ 0.546 nm, c ¼ 0.515 nm). All of the diﬀraction
peaks were identied as characteristic of the XRD pattern of
brookite-TiO2. The presence of diﬀraction peaks at25.26, 37.9,Fig. 8 Structural characteristics of brookite-TiO2; (a1) XRD pattern,275
(b1) ball-and-stick structure,142 (c1) an orthorhombic crystalline struc-
ture.256 Colour code; O atoms: red (small balls), grey (large balls) and Ti
atoms: blue (large balls), black (small balls). Unit cells are outlined using
thin lines. (a1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 275. Copyright
2015. VBRI Press. (b1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 142.
Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. (c1) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 256.
44208 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–4422447.9, 54.1, 55.1, 62.7, 68.9, 70.3 and 75.3 indicate the (210),
(021), (321), (230), (421), (331), (040), (332) and (531) lattice planes,
respectively, indexing to a pure and highly crystalline brookite-
TiO2 phase. No additional peaks corresponding to impurities and
other structural phases were detected, which indicates the phase
purity and high crystallinity synthesis of the anatase-TiO2 phase.
The representative ball-and-stick structure of brookite-TiO2 is
illustrated in Fig. 8b1. The brookite-TiO2 phase has a crystalline
structure that agrees with the orthorhombic crystal system (as
shown in Fig. 8c1).142,256
4.3. Rutile-TiO2
Fig. 9a1 provides the XRD pattern of TiO2 nanostructures. The
Bragg's position of the diﬀraction peaks and the relative intensity
of the diﬀraction peaks accord perfectly with the standard JCPDF
card no. 73-1765, also corresponding to the tetragonal crystal
system of rutile-TiO2 (space group: P42/mnm (136); a ¼ b ¼
0.458 nm, c ¼ 0.295 nm). All of the diﬀraction peaks were iden-
tied as characteristic of the XRD pattern of rutile-TiO2. The
presence of diﬀraction peaks at 27.5, 36.2, 39.3, 41.4, 44.0,
54.3, 56.5, 62.7, 63.9, 69.1, 69.8 and 76.7 indicate the (110),
(101), (200), (111), (210), (211), (220), (002), (310), (301), (311) and
(202) lattice planes, respectively, indexing to a pure and highly
crystalline rutile-TiO2 phase. No additional peaks corresponding
to impurities and other structural phases were detected, which
indicates the phase purity and high crystallinity synthesis of the
anatase-TiO2 phase. The representative ball-and-stick structure of
rutile-TiO2 is illustrated in Fig. 9b1. The rutile-TiO2 has a crystal-
line structure that agrees with the tetragonal system with a pris-
matic habit (as shown in Fig. 9c1).142,256
5. Morphological and microstructural
features
Electron microscopy (EM) studies using scanning EM (SEM), eld
emission scanning EM (FE-SEM) and high-resolution trans-
mission EM (HR-TEM) were utilized to investigate the diﬀerent
morphologies and formicrostructural identication in real as wellThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 10 SEM micrographs of a-TiO2 nanostructures: (a–d) nanotube
arrays, (e) nanoparticles, (f) nanotube, (g) thin ﬁlm. Ref: [a],266 [b, c, f],267
[d],268 [e],328 [g].173 (a) is reprinted with permission from ref. 266.
Copyright 2011. American Scientiﬁc Publisher. (b, c and f) are reprinted
with permission from ref. 267. Copyright 2012. John Wiley and Sons.
(d) is reprinted with permission from ref. 268. Copyright 2014. The
Chemical Society of Japan. (e) is reprinted with permission from ref.
328. Copyright 2012. John Wiley and Sons. (g) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 173. Copyright 2005. Elsevier.
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View Article Onlineas in reciprocal spaces for assessing the phase-dependent
morphology of amorphous- and crystalline-TiO2 nanostructures.5.1. SEM aspects
The representative micrographs of amorphous- and multi-
phase-TiO2 (anatase-, brookite- and rutile-TiO2) nanostructuresFig. 11 SEM micrographs of anatase-TiO2 nanostructures: (a1 and a2)
nanoﬂakes, (b1) nanorod arrays, (b2) nanoribbons, (b3) nanowires, (b4–b6
c5) nanospheres and (c6) nanoparticles. Insets (a1, a4, a6, b5 and c1) provid
[a4],50 [a5],269 [a6],270 [b1],330 [b2],271 [b3],50 [b4],292 [b5],41 [b6],331 [c1],50 [c3],274 [c
from ref. 50. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. (a3) is reprinted
with permission from ref. 269. Copyright 2013. The Royal Society of Che
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b1) is reprinted with permission from ref
with permission from ref. 271. Copyright 2011. American Chemical Soc
American Chemical Society. (b5) is reprinted with permission from ref. 4
permission from ref. 331. Copyright 2011. John Wiley and Sons. (c2, c4
American Chemical Society. (c3) is reprinted with permission from ref. 274
permission from ref. 275. VBRI Press.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017using SEM and FE-SEM images are shown in Fig. 10–13. These
gures reveal the general/surface morphology of the TiO2
nanostructures.
5.1.1. Amorphous-TiO2. Fig. 10 depicts the SEM micro-
graphs of amorphous-TiO2 (a-TiO2) nanostructures synthesized
via diﬀerent fabrication routes. Fig. 10(a) shows a SEM image of
a-TiO2 nanotube arrays synthesized aer electrochemical
cycling at a current density of 400 mA cm2.266 Fig. 10(b, c and f)
represent the FE-SEM images of a-TiO2 nanotube arrays
synthesized via the hydrothermal method under diﬀerent
reaction conditions.267 Fig. 10(d) illustrates the bottom surface
of double-wall a-TiO2 nanotube arrays produced via anodiza-
tion.268 Uniform a-TiO2 nanoparticles with an average diameter
of 500 nm obtained through a sol–gel process is represented in
Fig. 10(e). Fig. 10(g) elucidates the electrodeposited thin lm of
a-TiO2.173
5.1.2. Multiphase-TiO2. When atoms/ions/molecules are
arranged in an innite, periodic, regular and ordered way, the
nanomaterials become crystalline and have diﬀerent structural
phases (polymorph materials). The SEM/FE-SEM images of
multiphase TiO2, in particular anatase-, brookite- and rutile-
TiO2, nanostructures, are represented in Fig. 11–13.
5.1.2.1. Anatase-TiO2. Fig. 11(a1–c6) show various morpho-
logical features of anatase-TiO2 nanostructures (elongated and
spherical) synthesized via numerousmethods. Fig. 11(a1 and a2)
clearly demonstrate the SEM images of nanotubes synthesizednanotubes, (a3 and a4) nanoﬁbres, (a5) nanorods, (a6) nanorods with
) nanosheets, (c1) 3D network, (c2) nanospheres, (c3) nanocups, (c4 and
e the corresponding higher magniﬁcation images. Ref: [a1, a2],50 [a3],329
2, c4 and c5],273 [c6].275 (a1, a2, a4, b3 and c1) are reprinted with permission
with permission from ref. 329. Copyright 2005. Elsevier. (a5) is reprinted
mistry. (a6) is reprinted with permission from ref. 270. Copyright 2012.
. 330. Copyright 2004. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b2) is reprinted
iety. (b4) is reprinted with permission from ref. 292. Copyright 2009.
1. Copyright 2009. American Chemical Society. (b6) is reprinted with
and c5) are reprinted with permission from ref. 273. Copyright 2007.
. Copyright 2013. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c6) is reprinted with
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44209
Fig. 12 SEMmicrographs of brookite-TiO2 nanostructures: (a1 and a2) nanorices,276 (a3) nanoparticles,275 (a4) nanobullets,293 (b1) nanorices,276 (b2)
eggshell,277 (b3) nanotubes,278 (b4) nanoﬂowers, (c1 and c2) nanorods,279,280 (c3) nanotubes,278 (c4) nanorods.281 Inset (a4) illustrates the corre-
sponding tilt-view of nanobullets. (a1, a2 and b1) are reprinted with permission from ref. 276. Copyright 2014. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (a3)
is reprinted with permission from ref. 275. Copyright 2015. VBRI Press. (a4) is reprinted with permission from ref. 293. Copyright 2016. Nature
Publishing Group. (b2) is reprinted with permission from ref. 277. (b3, c3) are reprinted with permission from ref. 278. Copyright 2008. The Royal
Society of Chemistry. (c1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 279. Copyright 2013. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c2) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 280. Copyright 2012. Elsevier. (c4) is reprinted with permission from ref. 281. Copyright 2013. The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
Fig. 13 SEM micrographs of rutile-TiO2 nanostructures: (a1) nanorods,282 (a2–a5) nanorod arrays,283 (a6) nanorod spheres,284 (b1, b3 and b4)
nanorod bundles,283,285 (b2) ﬂower-like super architectures,286 (b5) urchin-like,286 (b6) nanospheres,286 (b7) nanotrees,286 (b8) a single nano-
particle,287 (c1) self-assembled nanowires,288 (c2) microspheres,286 (c3) nanorod arrays,286 (c4) quasi spheres,286 (c5) microspheres286 and (c6)
nanoparticles.275 Insets: (lower inset in a1) nanorods at higher magniﬁcation, (upper inset in c2) top view of the nanorods with square-shaped
ends. (a1) is reprinted with permission from ref. 282. Copyright 2011. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (a2–a5) are reprinted with permission from
ref. 283. Copyright 2014. Nature Publishing Group. (a6) is reprinted with permission from ref. 284. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society.
(b1) is reprintedwith permission from ref. 285. Copyright 2014. Nature Publishing Group. (b2, b5–b7, c2–c5) are reprintedwith permission from ref.
286. Copyright 2012. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b3 and b4) are reprinted with permission from ref. 283. Copyright 2014. Nature Publishing
Group. (b8) is reprinted with permission from ref. 287. Copyright 2002. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c1) is reprinted with permission from ref.
288. Copyright 2010. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c6) is reprinted with permission from ref. 275. Copyright 2015. VBRI Press.
44210 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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View Article Online
Fig. 14 TEM/HR-TEMmicrographs of a-TiO2 nanostructures: (a1) TEM
image of nanoparticles,259 (a2) nanotubes with the introduction of O2
gas,268 (a3) nanotubes without the introduction of O2 gas,268 HR-TEM
image of nanoparticles at low (a4) and high (a5) magniﬁcation,289 (a6)
TEM images of a single nanotube.267 Insets provide: (a5) corresponding
FFT pattern and (a6) corresponding SAED pattern. (a1) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 259. Copyright 2013. Indian Journal of Engi-
neering & Materials Sciences. (a2 and a3) are reprinted with permission
from ref. 268. Copyright 2014. The Chemical Society of Japan. (a4 and
a5) are reprinted with permission from ref. 289. (a6) is reprinted with
permission from ref. 267. Copyright 2012. John Wiley and Sons.
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View Article Onlinevia a liquid-phase deposition and ten cycles of TiCl4 followed by
the H2O deposition method, respectively.50 Fig. 11(a3 and a4)
illustrate nanobres of anatase-TiO2 synthesized by calcination
at 700 C for 4 h (ref. 268) and an atomic layer deposition
process, respectively.50 Fig. 11(a5 and a6) represent the FE-SEM
images of nanorods,269 and nanorods with a nanoake lm,
respectively.270 In addition, Fig. 11(b1–b6) show the SEM
micrographs of elongated anatase-TiO2 nanostructures: (b1)
nanorod arrays,271 (b2) nanoribbons,271 (b3) nanobelts,50 (b4–b6)
nanosheets.41,272,292,331 Moreover, the spherical morphologies of
anatase-TiO2 nanostructures are depicted in Fig. 11(c1–c6), such
as (c1) a 3D network grown on the silicon through a surface-
reaction-limited pulsed chemical vapour deposition process,50
(c2) uniform, smooth, solid spherical particles,273 (c3) nano-
cups,274 (c4 and c5) nanospheres273 (c6) nanoparticles.275
5.1.2.2. Brookite-TiO2. Fig. 12(a1–c4) represent the spherical
and elongated nanostructures of brookite-TiO2 obtained at
various reaction conditions. Fig. 12(a1 and a2) elucidate the SEM
images of nanorices obtained hydrothermally with prolonging
the reaction time to 24 h and 48 h.276 The SEM images of
brookite-TiO2 nanostructures: (a3) nanoparticles synthesized by
the sol–gel method,275 (a4) top-view SEM image of nanobullets
grown hydrothermally showing sharpened tips, with the upper
inset providing the corresponding tilt-view,277 (b1) a single rice-
like particle,276 (b2) eggshell morphology obtained with the
thermolysis method.277 Fig. 12(b3 and c3) show the SEM images
of hydrothermally derived nanotubes,278 (b4) nanoowers ob-
tained by a one-step hydrothermal synthesis route,181 (c1, c2 and
c4) nanorods279–281 of brookite-TiO2 synthesized via facile
chemical routes.
5.1.2.3. Rutile-TiO2. Fig. 13(a1–c6) depict themicrostructural
features in the elongated and spherical forms of rutile-TiO2
nanostructures. Fig. 13(a1) represents the SEM micrographs of
rutile-TiO2 nanorods synthesized under diﬀerent reaction
conditions in the sol–gel process under 365 nm UV light illu-
mination. The inset in Fig. 13(a1) elucidates the nanorods at
a higher magnication.282 Fig. 13(a2–a5) show bundles of
nanorods under diﬀerent reaction conditions.283 Fig. 13(a6)
demonstrates a nanorod sphere.284 Fig. 13(b1, b3 and b4) show
nanorod bundles grown hydrothermally.283,285 Fig. 13(b2 and b5)
represent the ower-like super architecture and urchin-like
structure composed of loose nanorods.286 Fig. 13(b6 and b7)
represent the SEM micrographs of nano-spheres and -trees,
respectively.286 Fig. 13(b8) depicts a rutile-TiO2 particle with an
average size of 1 mm showing a tetragonal prism structure
with four planes, which are assigned to the {110} faces. Each
end of the prism is capped by four planes, which are assigned to
the {011} faces.287 Fig. 13(c1) represents the self-assembled
nanowires synthesized via microwave heating.288 Fig. 13(c2)
displays domain like arrangements of the TiO2 quasi spheres
leading apparently to a at surface. The upper inset in
Fig. 13(c2) provides the top view of the nanorod with a square-
shaped end.286 Fig. 12(c3) shows the microspheres connected
to each other but not merging together.286 Fig. 13(c4, c5 and c6)
demonstrate the SEM micrographs of microspheres composed
of nanorods, spherical architectures286 and nanoparticles,275
respectively.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20175.2. TEM/HR-TEM aspects
The detailed microstructural evidence, ne structure arrange-
ment at the atomic level and selected area electron diﬀraction
(SAED) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of amorphous-
TiO2 (a-TiO2) and crystalline-TiO2 (anatase-, brookite- and
rutile-TiO2) nanostructures can be realized in real and recip-
rocal spaces through taking and analyzing the TEM and HR-
TEM images, which are discussed in Fig. 14–17.
5.2.1. Amorphous-TiO2. Amorphous solids do exhibit
short-range order in their structures. Fig. 14(a1–a6) provide the
TEM and HR-TEM images and SAED and FFT patterns of a-TiO2
nanostructures. Fig. 14(a1) represents the TEMmicrograph of a-
TiO2 nanoparticles having a narrowly distributed size of about
10–15 nm.259 Fig. 14(a2 and a3) show the morphological changes
of the nanotube arrays with the introduction (as shown in
Fig. 14(a2)) and without the introduction (as depicted in
Fig. 14(a3)) of oxygen (O2) gas.268 Fig. 14(a4 and a5) elucidate the
typical HR-TEM micrograph at low and high magnications,
respectively. The FFT pattern of a-TiO2 (as illustrated in the
upper inset of Fig. 14(a5)) represents the semicircle-like diﬀuse
spots centred at 3.1  0.1 A˚. The FFT pattern reveals that the
contrast patterns in the micrograph can be assigned to the
chains of octahedral species linked through Ti–O–Ti bridges at
a distance that is: (i) lower than that related to the corner
sharing (generally3.5 A˚), but (ii) higher than the characteristic
distance for Ti–O–Ti octahedrons in an edge-sharing congu-
ration (normally 3.0 A˚).289 Fig. 14(a6) shows the TEM image of
a-TiO2 nanotube arrays with a gradually thickened wall with
depth. The upper inset of Fig. 14(a6) reveals the diﬀuse ring
SAED pattern of the single nanotube and indicates the amor-
phous nature of nanotube arrays.267
5.2.2. Multiphase TiO2.Most solids are crystalline, with the
atoms, ions, or molecules of which they are composed falling
into regular, repeated 3D patterns. The presence of long-range
order is thus the dening property of a crystal. TheRSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44211
Fig. 15 TEM/HR-TEM micrographs of anatase-TiO2 nanostructures:
(a1) bright-ﬁeld TEM image of a nanobelt and the corresponding HR-
TEM image,290 (a2) taken along the [100] direction,290 (b1) low- and (b2)
high-magniﬁcation TEM images of nanorods,291 (c1) low- and (c2) high-
magniﬁcation TEM images of nanoﬂakes,291 (d1) HR-TEM image of
a nanocrystal and its corresponding lattice fringe image (d2),292 (e1)
TEM and (e2) HR-TEM images of the nanoﬁbres329 and (f1) TEM and
corresponding HR-TEM image (f2) of nanoparticles.23 Insets in (a1, e1, f1)
provide their corresponding SAED pattern. (a1 and a2) are reprinted
with permission from ref. 290. Copyright 2015. John Wiley and Sons.
(b1, b2, c1 and c2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 291. Copyright
2012. The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d1 and d2) are reprinted with
permission from ref. 292. Copyright 2009. American Chemical Society.
(e1 and e2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 329. Copyright
2005. Elsevier. (f1 and f2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 23.
Copyright 2016. Elsevier.
Fig. 16 TEM/HR-TEM micrographs of brookite-TiO2 nanostructures:
(a1, b1, c1, d1) TEM images of nanotubes,244,278,289,293 (a2, b2, c2, d2) HR-
TEM images of nano-tubes, -ﬂowers, -particles, -bullets, respec-
tively.244,278,289,293 Insets (in b2, c1, d1) correspond to the FFT patterns. (a1
and a2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 278. Copyright 2008.
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b1 and b2) are reprinted with
permission from ref. 244. Copyright 2009. The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (c1 and c2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 289. (d1
and d2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 293. Copyright 2016.
Nature Publishing Group.
Fig. 17 TEM/HR-TEM micrographs of rutile-TiO2 nanostructures: (a1
and a2) TEM image and corresponding HR-TEM image of a nanobelt,290
(b1 and c1) TEM images of one individual nanowire and nanorod,271 (b2
and c2) corresponding HR-TEM images of the nanowire and nano-
rod,271 (d1 and d2) low magniﬁcation TEM and HR-TEM images of
multilevel branched architectures,286 (e1) the lattice image and (e2)
reconstructed image from the square region in (e1).294 Insets (in a1, b1
and c1) illustrate the corresponding SAED patterns. (a1 and a2) are
reprinted with permission from ref. 290. Copyright 2015. John Wiley
and Sons. (b1, b2, c1 and c2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 271.
Copyright 2011. American Chemical Society. (d1 and d2) are reprinted
with permission from ref. 286. Copyright 2012. The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (e1 and e2) are reprinted with permission from ref. 294.
Copyright 2004. Nature Publishing Group.
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View Article Onlineobservation of multiphase TiO2 (especially anatase-, brookite-,
and rutile-TiO2) nanostructures by means of TEM/HR-TEM are
commonly overlooked, but here the results are displayed as well
as discussed in Fig. 15–17.
5.2.2.1. Anatase-TiO2. Fig. 15(a1–f2) provide the TEM/HR-
TEM micrographs at low and high magnications as well as
the SAED and FFT patterns of anatase-TiO2 nanostructures.
Fig. 15(a1 and a2) represent the bright-eld TEM and HR-TEM
micrographs of nanobelts obtained from an alkali-
hydrothermal process with the growth direction along the44212 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224[010] plane.290 Fig. 15(b1 and b2) show the low- and high-
magnication TEM images of nanorods, respectively. From
the gures, it can clearly be observed that the crystalline
behaviour is along their entire lengths. The calculated inter-
planar spacing d(101) ¼ 0.35 nm, which aﬃrms the presence of
anatase-TiO2.291 Fig. 15(c1 and c2) elucidate the low- and high-
magnication TEM images of nanoakes. The lattice fringes
with interplanar spacings of d(101)¼ 0.35 nm are consistent with
the anatase-TiO2.291 Fig. 15(d1 and d2) show the continuous
(200) atomic planes with a lattice spacing of 0.19 nm.292
Fig. 15(e1 and e2) indicate the TEM and HR-TEM images of the
nanobres, respectively.268 Moreover, the TEM and HR-TEM
images of nanoparticles synthesized by a wet chemical
method are displayed in Fig. 15(f1 and f2), respectively.23
5.2.2.2. Brookite-TiO2. Fig. 16(a1–d2) display the TEM/HR-
TEM micrographs and SAED and FFT patterns of brookite-
TiO2 nanostructures. Fig. 16(a1 and a2) elucidate the TEM
images of a nanotube adapting the tube-like morphology with
a crystalline multiwall structure.278 Fig. 16(b1) represents the
TEM images of nanorods, revealing that the length of a single
nanorod is about 1000 nm, and a single cluster of owers can
also be observed due to agglomerated nanorods. Fig. 16(b2)
shows the HR-TEM image of a nanorod with a diameter of about
40 nm. The SAED pattern represented in the upper inset of
Fig. 16(b2) also conrms that the nanorods are a single crystal of
brookite-TiO2.244 Fig. 16(c1 and c2) depict the TEM and HR-TEM
images of agglomerated nanoparticles.289 Fig. 16(d1 and d2) also
elucidate the TEM and HR-TEM images of nanobullets,
respectively.293
5.2.2.3. Rutile-TiO2. Fig. 17(a1–e2) illustrate the TEM/HR-
TEM micrographs and SAED pattern of rutile-TiO2 nano-
structures. Fig. 17(a1 and a2) show the TEM and HR-TEM
images of a nanobelt prepared by the hydrothermal
method.290 Fig. 17(b1) represents the TEM image of nanowires,
indicating the nanowires are narrow with diameters of aroundThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 18 Raman spectra of brookite-, anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nano-
particles.275 Reprinted with permission from ref. 275. Copyright 2015.
VBRI Press.
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View Article Online5 nm. The observed lattice fringes in Fig. 17(b2) demonstrate
that the growth of the nanowires is parallel to the (110) planes
but perpendicular to the (001) planes.271 Fig. 17(c1) elucidates
the TEM image of one individual nanorod. Fig. 17(c2) demon-
strates the distance between adjacent lattice fringes was around
0.325 nm, corresponding to the interplanar distance of (110)
planes in the rutile-TiO2. The distance between the fringes
perpendicular to the wall, d ¼ 0.296 nm, corresponds to the
interplanar distance of (001) planes.271 Fig. 17(d1 and d2) display
the TEM images of the multi-trunk and branch structure, where
the red arrowhead indicates the primary growth, whereas the
rst and second secondary growths are indicated by green and
yellow arrowheads, respectively. Fig. 17(d1) also reveals that the
tips of the nanorods contain many small nanorods with
a diameter of 20–30 nm. The lattice fringes, taken from the
region labelled by white squares (as marked with 1 and 2 in
Fig. 17(d1)) are shown in Fig. 17(d2), which reveal that the
nanorods are highly crystalline in nature. The clean lattice
fringes with a spacing of 0.252 nm correspond to the (101)
plane.286 Fig. 17(e1) depicts the lattice image of two rutile-TiO2
nanoparticles coalesced over the (110) face into a single crystal
in the [110] zone axis. Fig. 17(e2) is the reconstructed image
from the square region in Fig. 17(e1) showing the edge dislo-
cations (denoted by T symbols) at the interface and within the
smaller particle.2946. Spectroscopic and band
characteristics
The optical properties of SMONs have been studied via
numerous spectroscopic techniques, such as Raman, Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR), UV-Visible (UV-Vis) and photo-
luminescence (PL) spectroscopy.322 Raman spectroscopy is
a spectroscopic technique that is mainly based on an inelastic
scattering of monochromatic light, normally from a laser source
in the visible, near IR or ultraviolet range. Raman peaks initiate
mainly from the vibrational modes (Eg and A1g), which are
related to diﬀerent crystal planes. This provides, thus, a high
accuracy and sensitivity for measuring the percentage of the
exposed facets from themicro perspective of molecular bonding
together with the benet of fewer measured errors. FT-IR
spectroscopy is an absorption spectroscopic technique that
establishes the vibrational transitions in molecules generated
by various stretching or bending motions in the chemical
bonds. It is well known that an optical transition occurs when
a photon is absorbed or emitted by a defect; and because this
transition takes place essentially instantaneously on the scale of
lattice relaxations, it arises at xed atomic coordinates. The
absorption band characteristics of photons have been widely
observed using UV-Vis spectroscopy.13,275,299,300,313,314,321–3246.1. Raman spectroscopy
Fig. 18 shows the Raman spectra of multiphase TiO2 (anatase-,
brookite- and rutile-TiO2) nanoparticles synthesized by the sol–
gel method. Raman spectroscopy is analyzed in the Raman shi
ranging from 200 cm1 to 800 cm1 at the excitation line ofThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017514 nm at room temperature. When Raman spectroscopy was
applied to characterize the nanoparticles, it was observed that:
(i) the Eg peak is mainly caused by symmetric stretching, (ii) the
B1g peak is caused by symmetric bending and (iii) the A1g peak is
caused by antisymmetric bending vibrations of O–Ti–O in the
TiO2 nanoparticles. The major Raman bands were observed at
398, 517 and 640 cm1 and verify the anatase phase of TiO2.
These bands can be attributed to Raman active modes of the
anatase structural phase with the symmetries of B1g, A1g and Eg,
respectively. The strong Raman peaks of brookite-TiO2 were
seen at 395, 446 and 637 cm1, where the peaks at 395 cm1 and
637 cm1 correspond to B2g and A1g, respectively.295 The ther-
modynamically stable rutile-TiO2 exhibited major peaks at 397,
515 and 638 cm1 with a minor peak at 247 cm1.296–2986.2. FT-IR spectroscopy
FT-IR spectroscopy has been used to investigate the nature of
chemical bonding present in multiphase TiO2 nanostructures.
Fig. 19 represents the FT-IR spectra in the region 4000–
400 cm1 versus the transmittance for anatase-, brookite-, and
rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized by facile chemical routes.
The observed transmittance bands in the region 800–400 cm1
are attributed to Ti–O and/or Ti–O–Ti bonds, as represented in
Fig. 19. The peaks, therefore, at 545, 745 and 770 cm1 can be
associated with n(Ti–O) vibrations in multiphase-TiO2 nano-
particles.23 Also, transmittance bands are found at 1431, 1451,
1637, 1648 and 1655 cm1 and were assigned to an O–H
bending mode. Two transmittance bands were noticed at 2514
and 2922 cm1, representing the combination bands in TiO2
nanoparticles.23,299,300 Additionally, broad transmittance bands
were ascertained in the wavenumber region of 3650–3000 cm1
and could be ascribed to physically adsorbed water on the
surface of TiO2 nanoparticles.301,302RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44213
Fig. 19 FT-IR spectra of brookite-, anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nano-
particles.23,301 Reprinted with permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016.
Elsevier and ref. 301. Copyright 2000. Springer.
Fig. 20 Optical characteristics: (a) UV-Vis reﬂectance spectra, (b)
optical band gap evaluation of multiphase TiO2 nanoparticles, where
the symbols A, B and R correspond to anatase-, brookite and rutile-
TiO2.289 Reprinted with permission from ref. 289.
Table 4 Summary of the obtained parameters from UV-Vis spectra
and the indirect and direct optical band gaps of multiphase-TiO2
nanostructures
Multiphase-TiO2
Optical band gap values (Eg in eV)
Extrapolation Indirect Direct
Anatase-TiO2 3.21 3.20 3.53
Brookite-TiO2 3.13 3.13 3.56
Rutile-TiO2 3.00 3.01 3.37
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View Article Online6.3. UV-Vis spectroscopy
The optical properties and related band gap characteristics have
been studied using UV-Vis spectroscopy and the results are
displayed in Fig. 20(a and b). Fig. 20(a) shows the results from
reectance measurements of anatase-, brookite-, and rutile-Table 3 Summary of various synthesis routes for multiphase-TiO2 nano
Phase-TiO2 Nanostructures
Anatase-TiO2 Nano-particles, -wires, -tubes, -cuboid, -
-tubes, -bres, -cups, -spheres, -sheets
Brookite-TiO2 Nano-particles, -bullets, -rices, -tubes, -
Rutile-TiO2 Nano-particles, -rods, -tree, -spheres, -ro
44214 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224TiO2 nanostructures. The corresponding optical band gaps of
the multiphase TiO2 nanostructures are calculated from the UV-
Vis reectance spectra using the Tauc equation:
(ahn)n ¼ B(hn  Eg)
where a is the absorption coeﬃcient, hn is the energy of the
incident photon, B is a constant (characteristic of the SMON), n
has two diﬀerent values, either 2 for direct or 1/2 for indirect
band gap transitions, and Eg is the optical band gap of SMON.
The intercept on the abscissa (X-axis) of the Tauc plot (ahn)n
versus hn gives the optical band gap energy of the SMON
(Fig. 20(b)). The extrapolation of the reectance versus the
wavelength curves determines the optical band gap energy of
multiphase TiO2 nanoparticles: (i) 3.21 eV for anatase-TiO2, (ii)
3.13 eV for brookite-TiO2 and (iii) 3.00 eV for rutile-TiO2 nano-
particles. The obtained reectance spectra were converted to
equivalent absorption coeﬃcients289 providing the same results
as those obtained from extrapolation for indirect transitions (as
provided in the upper segment in Fig. 20(b)). Furthermore,
analysis for the direct transitions (as shown in the lower
segment in Fig. 20(b)) resulted in transitions at higher ener-
gies.204 A summary of the obtained parameters from the UV-Vis
spectra and the indirect and direct optical band gaps are dis-
played in Table 4.7. Applications
7.1. Photocatalysis
Photocatalysis is the surface phenomenon that is dened as the
catalytic property of a SMON when photons are irradiated on it.
The surface property of multiphase-TiO2 nanoparticles (in
particular anatase- and rutile-TiO2) can bemanipulated by coating
their surfaces with either an inorganic (silica) or organic (green
tea) layer via a chemical approach. In general, the main constit-
uent of green tea extract is polyphenols, predominantly the cate-
chins.303–305 Out of the four major catechins [(i) epicatechin (EC)structures
Synthesis routes
belts, Sol–gel, hydrothermal and co-precipitation
owers Sol–gel, hydrothermal and co-precipitation
d arrays Sol–gel, hydrothermal and co-precipitation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 21 Photocatalytic and photoluminescence spectra of anatase-
and rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles. UV-Vis spectra of the photodegradation
of methyl orange dye by anatase (a20) and rutile (b20), respectively, at
various time intervals. (a21), and (b21) show the PL characteristics of
anatase and rutile, respectively at lex ¼ 300 nm.23 Reprinted with
permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016. Elsevier.
Fig. 22 Photocatalytic and photoluminescence spectra of silica-
coated anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles. UV-Vis spectra of the
photodegradation of methyl orange dye by anatase_silica (a20) and
rutile_silica (b20), respectively, at various time intervals. (a21) and (b21)
show the PL characteristics of anatase_silica and rutile_silica,
respectively.23 Reprinted with permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016.
Elsevier.
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View Article Online(ii) epicatechin gallate (ECG) (iii) epigallocatechin (EGC) and (iv)
epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG)], EGCG is the main component
found in green tea.306 The antioxidant action of polyphenols found
in green tea is known to increase the antioxidant capacity of
blood.307 Thus, green tea extract was expected to be an attractive
material for modifying the surface of photocatalysts.227,235 Herein,
anatase- and rutile-TiO2 were selected in the present context in
regard to their photocatalytic applications. In addition, these two
structural phases were coated with: (i) silica (TiO2_silica; anatase/
rutile_silica) and (ii) green tea (TiO2_polyphenol; anatase/
rutile_polyphenol).23
7.1.1. Bare anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles. The
photocatalytic activity of bare anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nano-
particles was analyzed by studying the photodegradation of
methyl orange (MO) solution and then conrmed by the PL
spectra, as depicted in Fig. 21(a10 and b11). PL is an important
tool for exploring the recombination phenomenon occurring in
the excitons analysis of SMON. The UV-Vis absorption spectrum
of MO solution with an initial concentration 0.153 mg l1
established as a broad band at 464 nm, which corresponds to p
/ p* transition,308 as depicted in Fig. 21(a10 and b10). In the PLTable 5 Summary of the photodegradation and photoluminescence (PL
nanoparticlesa
Bare TiO2 UV irradiation time (minutes)
Characteristics
UV absorbance
Anatase TiO2 30 Decreases
60 Again decreases
120 Increases
Rutile TiO2 30 Decreases
60 Increases
120 Decreases
a Symbols introduced: 3/ yes, 7/ no.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017spectrum (inset in Fig. 21(b11)), three peaks can be observed at
334, 394 and 524 nm in the case of the bare MO solution. A
summary of the photodegradation and photoluminescence
characteristics of methyl orange dye by the catalysts, bare
anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles at various UV irradiation
time is represented in Table 5. However, the trend in photo-
catalytic activity as evidenced by UV-Vis absorption was found to
be peculiar aer 60 min and 30 min when anatase-TiO2 and
rutile-TiO2, respectively, were used as the catalyst. The reason
behind this is that deactivation of the catalyst occurs to some
extent due to the formation of a number of degradation frag-
ments of MO at the catalyst surface that block the active sites of
the catalyst and also as the solution becomes concentrated,
which scatters the UV light instead of transmitting it
through the solution. These cause hindrance for further
photodegradation.23,309,310
7.1.2. Coated anatase- and rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles
7.1.2.1. Anatase- and rutile-TiO2_silica. The photocatalytic
activity of anatase- and rutile-TiO2_silica nanoparticles was also
assessed by studying the photodegradation of methyl orange) characteristics of methyl orange dye by bare anatase- and rutile-TiO2
Remarks
PL intensity Photodegradation Recombination
Least peak 3 7
Moderate peak 3 3
Highest peak 7 3
Lower peak 3 7
Highest peak 7 3
Moderate peak 3 3
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44215
Fig. 23 Photocatalytic and photoluminescence spectra of poly-
phenol-coated-anatase and -rutile-TiO2 nanoparticles. UV-Vis
spectra of the photodegradation of methyl orange dye by anatase_-
polyphenol (a30) and rutile_polyphenol (b30), respectively, at various
time intervals. (a31) and (b31) show the PL characteristics of anatase_-
polyphenol and rutile_polyphenol, respectively.23 Reprinted with
permission from ref. 23. Copyright 2016. Elsevier.
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View Article Online(MO) solution, and then its corresponding PL spectra was also
investigated, as depicted in Fig. 22(a20 and b21). The photo-
catalytic degradation of MO dye by anatase_silica and rutile_sil-
ica show a frequent decrease in absorbance at 0min as compared
to pristine MO solution, which may be due to inter/intra-chain
interactions311 of the catalyst with the MO dye as shown in
Fig. 22(a20 and b20). As UV irradiation is exposed at various time
intervals, overlapping and diminished intensity absorbance
curves are observed revealing the uniform nature of the silica
coating helps to inhibit the photocatalytic activity of the catalyst.
Silica, being a good radical scavenger, engulfs all the radicals
produced by TiO2. To understand the fate of the photogenerated
charge carriers, PL spectrum analysis was also employed at lex ¼
300 nm, which showed a decreasing trend with increasing irra-
diation time, indicating that the electrons and holes generated
are involved in degradation and not in exciton generation, thus
leading to a drop in PL emission, as shown in Fig. 22(a21 and b21).
The reduction in the photodegradation of MO dye by coating the
surface of rutile with silica correlates with the already reported
results in the literature.312Table 6 Summary of the photodegradation and photoluminescence
polyphenol nanoparticlesa
Phase-TiO2_polyphenol UV irradiation time (minutes)
Characte
UV absor
Anatase-TiO2_polyphenol 30 Increases
60 Decrease
120 Increases
Rutile-TiO2_polyphenol 30 Decrease
60 Again de
120 Increases
a Symbols introduced: 3/ yes, 7/ no.
44216 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–442247.1.2.2. Anatase- and rutile-TiO2_polyphenol. The photo-
catalytic activity of anatase- and rutile-TiO2_polyphenol nano-
particles was also evaluated by studying the photodegradation
of methyl orange (MO) solution, and then its corresponding PL
spectra was also analyzed, as depicted in Fig. 23(a30 and b31). On
30 min exposure of UV irradiation, the absorbance increases,
leading to the reduced photocatalytic degradation of MO dye by
anatase_polyphenol, as shown in Fig. 23(b30). However, at
60 min UV exposure, the photocatalysis is observed to be
enhanced, which is accounted for as due to its microstructural
characteristics, showing that a prolonged UV irradiation time
(around 60 min) is required to increase photodegradation. A
summary of the photodegradation and photoluminescence
characteristics of methyl orange dye by anatase- and rutile-
TiO2_polyphenol nanoparticles is represented in Table 6.
However, in the case of rutile_polyphenol as a photocatalyst,
dye degradation was found to be higher up to the initial 60 min
of UV irradiation, as shown in Fig. 23(b30). The generation of
excitons supporting e–h+ separation (photocatalysis) as well as
mild recombination are evidenced in the PL emission spectra.
At 120 min of prolonged UV irradiation, PL emission is fav-
oured. Thus, it can be inferred that the improved textural
properties and eﬃcient excitonic separation are responsible for
the enhanced light photocatalytic activities.23,306,313,314
7.2. Concomitant summary
On comparing the coated forms of anatase- and rutile-TiO2
nanoparticles, the polyphenol-coated form shows a higher
photocatalytic activity than silica-coated forms, which is
accounted for by some microstructural alterations and by the
nature and thickness of the coating moiety. In summary, (as
illustrated in Scheme 4), the results show that anatase- and
rutile-TiO2_silica were found to be least photocatalytically
active, ensuring their cosmetic application in sunscreens,
whereas rutile-TiO2_polyphenol and bare anatase-TiO2 had the
highest photocatalytic activity amongst their corresponding
forms when reviewed in a broad research area including the
photodegradation of toxic organic dyes.
7.3. Bio-safety and human health
TiO2 nanoparticles are utilized to inhibit bacterial growth owing
to their broad antibacterial characteristics. The inuence ofcharacteristics of methyl orange dye by anatase- and rutile-TiO2_-
ristics Remarks
bance PL intensity Photodegradation Recombination
Reduced peak 7 7
s Highest intensity 3 3
Least intensity 7 7
s Lower intensity 3 7
creases Least intensity 3 7
Highest intensity 7 3
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Scheme 4 Pictorial representation of the photodegradation of methyl
orange by TiO2 nanoparticles.23 Reprintedwith permission from ref. 23.
Copyright 2016. Elsevier.
Fig. 24 Growth of bacterial species versus incubation time (h) for
Enterobacter sp.51 Reprinted with permission from ref. 51. Copyright
2017. Taylor and Francis.
Fig. 25 (a)–(c) SEM micrographs of TiO2 nanoparticles (700 mg ml
1)
interaction with Enterobacter sp. for 72 h incubation, TEM images of
(d)–(f) bare Enterobacter sp. and (g)–(i) interaction of TiO2 nano-
particles with bacterial bioﬁlm. Blue squares (in (g) and (i)) represent
a ruptured bioﬁlm.51 Reprinted with permission from ref. 51. Copyright
2017. Taylor and Francis.
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View Article Onlinenano-sized anatase-TiO2 particles on biolms formed by Enter-
obacter sp. (1.25 mm)315 was evaluated to treat wound infection.
Diﬀerent concentrations of anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles were
utilized to assist gaining an in-depth understanding. In our
case, in the presence of nanoparticles, it was noticed that
bacteria using their appendages expressed surface adhesion
proteins, became adhered to the solid surface and formed
a biolm via a defence mechanism.
These nanoparticles showed antibacterial characteristics as
evidenced by the serial dilution plate method, as displayed in
Fig. 24, which clearly demonstrate that cell viability could be
observed to be completely arrested at 700 mg ml1 of nano-
particle concentration and at 72 h incubation time.
The obtained results from the serial dilution plate method
were supported by electron microscopy analysis, SEM and
TEM, as represented in Fig. 25(a–i). EM results revealed the
interaction of the bacterial biolm with nanoparticles. SEMThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017micrographs, as shown in Fig. 25(a–c), revealed the fact that
nanoparticles were spread all over the bacterial lump and thus
the biolms were encrusted with nanoparticles. To orchestrate
the bio-distribution of nanoparticles into the biolm and to
detect the size of bacterium, HR-TEM was performed, as eluci-
dated in Fig. 25(d–i). The formation of a bacterial biolm was
again conrmed by TEM, as depicted in Fig. 25(d–e). The size of
single Enterobacter sp. bacterium was observed to be 1.25 mm,
which was found to be in agreement with Bergey's Manual of
Determinative Bacteriology.315Moreover, complete entrapment of
agglomerated TiO2 nanoparticles into the biological mass was
aﬃrmed by HR-TEM, as portrayed in Fig. 25(g–i). The nano-
particles also aﬀected the morphology of bacterial cells as rep-
resented by blue squares, shown in Fig. 25(g and i). Thus, the
antibacterial activity of anatase-TiO2 nanoparticles against
a biolm can be used to treat human wound infection.51,316–3208. Conclusions
Thanks to the eﬃcient eﬀorts of experienced scientists and
engineers throughout the world working on multiphase TiO2
nanomaterials over the past decades, the advances made in
research in this eld are enormously signicant and note-
worthy. The present review article has presented a widespread
analysis of the state-of-art research into the growth mechanism
behind the eﬃcient synthesis of multiphase TiO2 nano-
structures through chemical routes. More exploration on a wide
variety of unique nanostructures has been analyzed according
to their various structural, morphological and microstructural
features.RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 44199–44224 | 44217
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View Article OnlineIn brief, the present review mainly provides key information
to unveil more about the multiphase TiO2 nanostructures,
ranging from their eﬃcient synthesis to control the
morphology, growth mechanism and properties to their pho-
toactive potential characteristics. Additionally, the opto-
biological properties are strongly inuenced by the tunable
morphologies, particle sizes and phase transformations of
multiphase TiO2 nanostructures.
Ultimately, we hope that this review article not only
summarizes the recent progress but will also help to inspire
research activity in this eld on understanding the intriguing
characteristics of multiphase TiO2 nanostructures. The present
review has mainly focused on anatase, brookite and rutile;
however, the research focus on the structural, morphological
and microstructural features of the remaining crystalline and
noncrystalline phases of TiO2 should also be interesting in the
near future. Moreover, their nano–bio assessment also deserves
more attention in the future.
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